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We present results of calculations on dissociative and rotationally~in!elastic diffractive scattering of
H2 from Pt~111!, treating all six molecular degrees of freedom quantum mechanically. The
six-dimensional~6D! potential energy surface was taken from density functional theory calculations
using the generalized gradient approximation and a slab representation of the metal surface. The 6D
calculations show that out-of-plane diffraction is very efficient, at the cost of in-plane diffraction, as
was the case in previous four-dimensional~4D! calculations. This could explain why so little
in-plane diffraction was found in scattering experiments, suggesting the surface to be flat, whereas
experiments on reaction suggested a corrugated surface. Results of calculations for off-normal
incidence of (v50,j 50) H2 show that initial parallel momentum inhibits dissociation at low
normal translational energies, in agreement with experiment, but has little effect for higher energies.
Reaction of initial (v51,j 50) H2 is predicted to be vibrationally enhanced with respect to (v
50,j 50) H2 , as was also found in three-dimensional~3D! and 4D calculations, even though H2
















































This is the third paper in a series of quantum dynam
calculations on scattering of H2 from Pt~111!, which is here
studied including all six molecular degrees of freedom of2
with respect to the metal surface. Previous studies conce
reduced two-dimensional~2D!,1 three-dimensional~3D!,1
and four-dimensional~4D! ~Ref. 2! calculations. With the
present six-dimensional~6D! calculations, we hope to gai
insight into a problem that has motivated us from the beg
ning, and is related to how corrugated the potential ene
surface~PES! of the H21Pt(111) system is and what th
effect is of the corrugation on reactive and diffractive sc
tering.
A contradiction3 is presented by molecular beam expe
ments on sticking of D2 and H2 on Pt~111!,
4 and rotationally
inelastic diffraction of HD scattering from Pt~111!.5 In the
former, the results showed the sticking to depend on the
tial momentum of D2 parallel to the surface, suggesting th
the PES must be corrugated. The latter experiment, howe
showed almost no diffraction, implying a flat PES. The pa
dox implied by these two experiments is an important mo
vation for studying the H21Pt(111) system.
The problem of conflicting views on the amount of co
rugation of the H21Pt(111) system has also been the d
cussed in earlier 3D~Ref. 1! and 4D~Ref. 2! calculations. In
the 3D calculations, the degrees of freedom were the cen
of-mass distance to the surfaceZ, the internuclear distancer
and one degree of freedom for motion parallel to the surfa
X. In the 4D calculations, the 3D model was extended wit
second degree of freedom for motion parallel to the surfa5880021-9606/2002/117(12)/5885/14/$19.00















Y. In both the 3D and the 4D model, the molecular bond w
kept parallel to the surface. These calculations yielded
interesting prediction: even though all barriers are early,
brational enhancement was found nonetheless. This was
expected because vibrational enhancement is usually as
ated with late barriers.6,7 However, our analysis showed tha
in the entrance channel the force constant associated with
vibration decreased as the molecule approached the ba
The vibrational energy that is released in this process
flow into translation alongZ, thereby enhancing reaction.
similar mechanism had previously been predicted for2
1Pd(100),8 and confirmed in recent associative desorpt
experiments.9
In both the 3D and 4D calculations, we found that no
mal energy scaling was not obeyed, in agreement with
experimental results of Luntzet al.4 When looking at diffrac-
tion, an important difference was found between the 3D a
4D calculations. In the 3D calculations, substantial diffra
tion was found. Because only one degree of freedom para
to the surface was included, all diffraction was in-plane, i.
in the plane of incidence. In the 4D calculations, a seco
degree of freedom parallel to the surface was also includ
and resulted in out-of-plane diffraction becoming more i
portant than in-plane diffraction. Because Cowinet al.5 only
looked at in-plane diffraction, our 4D results suggested t
experimental proof of a corrugated PES can be found
measuring out-of-plane diffraction, and that by only lookin
at in-plane diffraction an incomplete picture was presente
In the present paper we present results of s
dimensional~6D! calculations, treating all molecular degre5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Downof freedom. Important questions concern the precise role
the rotations. Will rotational excitation occur at the expen
of diffraction, leading to small diffraction probabilities a
measured in experiment, or will the general picture of the
model still hold?
We will present results for normal and off-normal inc
dence, and look at the effect of corrugation on diffraction a
dissociation. All degrees of freedom in the 6D model a
treated quantum mechanically. The calculations are
formed using the time-dependent wave packet~TDWP!
method.10 We use a 6D potential energy surface~PES! ob-
tained from an interpolation of fourteen 2D PESs, using
corrugation reducing scheme developed by Busnengoet al.11
Each 2D PES is a spline interpolation of potential poi
calculated with density functional theory~DFT!, employing
the generalized gradient approximation~GGA! ~Refs. 12, 13!
and using a slab representation of the surface.14,15
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the d
namical method and the PES we use are briefly describe
Sec. III, the results of 6D calculations are presented. In S
III A, reaction is discussed for normal incidence. Rotation
excitation probabilities are presented in Sec. III C. Res
for reaction and diffraction at off-normal incidence are p
sented in Secs. III B and III D, respectively. The comparis
with experiment is discussed in Sec. III E for reaction and
Sec. III F for diffraction. Section IV concludes.
II. THEORY
A. 6D dynamics model
The interaction of H2 with a Pt~111! surface is modeled
six-dimensionally~6D! by treating all molecular degrees o
freedom. The coordinates used to model H2 are shown in
Fig. 1. Three translational coordinates are used to desc
the motion of the center-of-mass of H2 ; the distance to the
surfaceZ, and two coordinates for motion parallel to th
surface,x andy. The remaining three coordinates,r, u andf,
describe the H–H internuclear separation and orientation
spectively. The angleu is the polar angle of the H–H bon
with respect to the surface normal. The anglef is the azi-
muthal angle of the projection of the H–H bond onto t
surface, with respect to thex-axis.
The Born–Oppenheimer approximation is used to
couple the motion of the nuclei from the motion of the ele
FIG. 1. The coordinate system used for describing H2 interacting with a
static Pt~111! surface. The inset shows the nonorthogonality of thex andy
coordinates, which are taken along the sides of the diamond shaped uni



















trons, restricting~reactive! scattering to take place on th
ground state potential energy surface~PES!. Furthermore,
the surface is treated as being static, placing the Pt atom
their ideal lattice positions. As a consequence, energy tra
fer through phonon creation and/or annihilation is not p
sible. These two approximations are the usual approxim
tions made in surface scattering,16,17 although quantum
dynamical reduced dimensionality calculations that inclu
energy exchange with the surface have also been done~see,
for instance, Refs. 18–21!.
All six degrees of freedom of the H2 molecule are
treated quantum mechanically. The skewed nature of the
face unit cell of the Pt~111! surface suggests the use of no
orthogonal coordinatesx andy ~see inset of Fig. 1!. Here, the
x- andy-axis are taken along the sides of a diamond sha
unit cell ~see Fig. 2!. The 6D Hamiltonian for nuclear motion














FIG. 2. The direct lattice~top figure! and reciprocal lattice~bottom figure!
of the Pt~111! surface. The direct lattice shows the surface unit cell~shaded
area! and thex andy coordinate axes used. The angleis called the skewing
angle and equals 60°. Points on the reciprocal lattice correspond to dif
tion states allowed during scattering. The hexagonal rings define the dif
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Downwhere atomic units have been used. The massesM andm are
the total and reduced mass of H2 , respectively. The angleg
is the angle between thex andy coordinate axes as indicate
in Fig. 2. For Pt~111!, g560°. The cross term in Eq.~1!
involving the first derivatives with respect tox andy results
from the use of nonorthogonal coordinates.22,23The operator
̂ is the rotation operator. Its eigenfunctions are the spher
harmonicsYjmj(u,f). The 6D interaction potential is repre
sented byV6D , and described in Sec. II B.
To obtain scattering and reaction probabilities, a tim
dependent wave packet~TDWP! method10 is used. To repre-
sent the dependence of the wave function onZ, r, x, andy,
we use a direct product discrete variable representa
~DVR! ~Ref. 24! with constant grid spacingsDZ, Dr , Dx,
and Dy. Fast Fourier transforms25,26 are used to transform
the wave function from the DVR to a direct product fini
basis representation~FBR! in momentum space, and vic
versa. To represent the dependence of the wave functionu
andf, we use a non-direct product finite basis representa
~FBR! of spherical harmonicsYjmj(u,f). Gauss–Legendre
and Fourier transformations are used to transform the w
function from the nondirect FBR representation to a dir
product discrete variable representation inu and f,27,28 re-
spectively, and vice versa.
The calculation is carried out by propagating an init
wave packet~placed far from the surface where the intera
tion with the surface is negligible! according to the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation. The back scattered part
the wave function is analyzed at a dividing surface place
Z` where the molecule and the surface no longer inter
BeyondZ` an optical potential is used to absorb the wa
function once it has been analyzed.29 The reactive part of the
wave function is absorbed once the internuclear distance
comes larger than some valuer d .
The wave function is analyzed using a formalism dev
oped by Balint-Kurtiet al.30–32State-to-state scattering prob
abilities P(v, j ,mj→v8, j 8,mj8 ,n,m) are obtained for the en
ergy range contained in the initial wave packet. The reac
probability as a function of the collision energyEi is then
computed by summing over all state-to-state probabilities
Ei , and then subtracting the sum from 1.
The propagation is carried our using the split opera
~SPO! method,25 in which the kinetic and potential propaga
tion part of the Hamiltonian are symmetrically split accor
ing to
exp~2 iĤDt !5exp~2 iK̂Dt/2!3exp~2 i ̂2/~2mr 2!Dt/2!
3exp~2 iV̂Dt !3exp~2 i ̂2/~2mr 2!Dt/2!
3exp~2 iK̂Dt/2!. ~2!
By symmetrizing the splitting, the error in the SPO is of t
orderDt3.
The treatment of the skewed nature of the surface
cell of Pt~111! is facilitated by the use of nonorthogonal c
ordinatesx andy. In Ref. 2, the use of nonorthogonal coo
dinates to describe motion parallel to the surface, and
connection with the individual diffraction states, is exte




















shows the direct and reciprocal lattice of the Pt~111! surface.
The unit cell of the Pt~111! surface is indicated by the shade
area in the direct lattice. Also indicated are the nonortho
nal x- and y-axis. The points on the reciprocal lattice~with
respect to a chosen origin! correspond to diffraction states i
which momentum parallel to the surface has been gaine
lost.
In discussing the results, we will often use the concep
diffraction order. For the~111! surface of Pt, diffraction order
is defined by drawing hexagonal rings around a chosen
gin that refers to specular scattering. Diffraction states on
same hexagonal ring are asigned the same diffraction or
counting outwards and starting with 0 for the~0,0! specular
state.2
B. PES
To construct a six-dimensional potential energy surfa
~PES!, density functional theory~DFT! calculations were
done for H1Pt(111) and H21Pt(111). The DFT calcula-
tions were performed with the programBAND,14 employing
the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!.12,13 The sur-
face was modeled by a 3 layers slab representation14,15using
a 232 surface unit cell.33 Relativistic effects were accounte
for by the zero-order regular approximation~ZORA!.34
The 6D PES~Ref. 35! was constructed from a number o
2D PESs inZ andr. Each 2D PES is a spline interpolation o
50–60 points calculated with DFT. A major task was to i
terpolate the 2D PESs to form a 6D PES that accura
represents the potential over the entire six-dimensional c
dinate space. Due to the strong corrugation near the surf
a straightforward interpolation can lead to large deviatio
and artefacts in this region1 for points x, y, u, and f not
calculated with DFT. Busnengoet al.11 developed a ‘‘corru-
gation reducing procedure’’ that reduces the strong corru
tion near the surface by subtracting the H–surface interac
from the H2–surface interaction, leaving a set of reduc
‘‘2D PESs’’ that are much smoother and therefore more e
ily interpolated accurately. The H-surface potential is th
added back to the interpolated potential,
V6D~x,y,Z,r ,u,f!5I 6D~x,y,Z,r ,u,f!
1V3D~XA ,YA ,ZA!
1V3D~XB ,YB ,ZB!, ~3!
where (XA ,YA ,ZA) and (XB ,YB ,ZB) refer to the coordi-
nates of atom A and B, respectively. In Eq. ~3!,
I 6D(x,y,Z,r ,u,f) represents the interpolated set of reduc
2D PESs. The potentials, V3D(XA ,YA ,ZA) and
V3D(XB ,YB ,ZB) are the interpolated 3D potentials for atom
A andB, respectively. They are obtained by also applying
corrugation reducing procedure to the H-surface potentia11
More details concerning the interpolation can be found
Refs. 11 and 35.
The accuracy of the 6D potential was tested by perfor
ing DFT calculations for various points not included in th
interpolation data set and comparing them with the inter
lated values. The comparison showed that the maximum
ror is 30 meV for both the entrance channel and bare or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
t
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DownFIG. 3. 2D PES contour plots for four different impac
sites on the Pt~111! surface. All plots correspond to H2
being parallel to the surface, andf5120°. Indicated in
each plot is the barrier height,Eb , and distance of the
barrier to the surface,Zb . The contour spacing is 0.1




































esregion.35 Even though this maximum error might seem lar
compared to the barrier height at some surface sites, in
solute sense it is quite small and the overall accuracy of
DFT-GGA PES is greater than has been achieved previou
In Fig. 3 two-dimensional PESs calculated with DFT a
shown for impact on four different surface sites. For each
PES, u590° ~parallel orientation! and f5120°. The azi-
muthal anglef is defined with respect to thex-axis ~see Fig.
1!. The top site corresponds to the coordinates (x50,y
50). The bridge site corresponds to coordinates (x5L/2,y
5L/2). The fcc site corresponds to (x5L/3,y5L/3). The
fourth site, the so-called t2f site, corresponds to (x5L/6,y
5L/6). The surface lattice constantL55.24 bohr, and mea
sures the distance between two neighboring Pt surface at
All barriers are early and their height,Eb , varies from
0.06 eV~top site! to 0.42 eV~fcc site!. There is also a sub
stantial variation in the barrier distance to the surface,Zb :
from 3.21 to 4.25 bohr. This implies that the PES is bo
energetically and geometrically corrugated, where energ
corrugation refers to a variation ofEb across the surface, an
geometric corrugation to a variation ofZb across the surface
C. Computational details
Table I lists the relevant parameters used in the 6D
culation for scattering of (v50,j 50) H2 at normal inci-
dence. To cover the collision energy rangeEi
50.05– 0.55 eV, two wave packet calculations were do
for two separate energy ranges. This procedure is followe
avoid problems which could result from the interaction
low translational energy components in the wave packet w
the optical potential if only one broad Gaussian initial wa
packet would be used to coverEi50.05– 0.55 eV for motion











Calculations were also done for (v51,j 50) and (v
50,j 51,mj50,61) H2 at normal incidence, and for (v
50,j 50) H2 at off-normal incidence. In these calculation
the value of some parameters had to be adjusted relativ
the (v50,j 50) calculations at normal incidence to obta
converged results.
In the (v50,j 50) H2 calculation, 16 points inx andy
had to be used for the low energy regime, and 20 pointsx
andy for the high energy regime. Also, for the high ener
regime, a time step of 2.5 atomic units had to be used.
In the (v50,j 51,mj50,61) H2 calculations, the maxi-
mum j in the rotational basis used was 25, for both ene
regimes.
In all off-normal incidence calculations the same val
for the parameters were used. In both energy regimes,
numbers of points inZ used was 80 because a shorter opti
potential could be used to obtain converged results. Also,
maximumj in the rotational basis used was 28. For the lo
energy regime, 20 points inx andy had to be used.
The projection operator formalism36 was used to bring in
the initial wave packet on a separate, long one-dimensio
grid in order to be able to reduce the grid size inZ associated
with the large scattering basis set.
To investigate reaction, calculations were performed
initial parallel translational energies,Ei , of 0.0767, 0.230,
and 0.690 eV. To investigate diffraction, additional calcu
tions were performed forEi50.0555 eV.
Probabilities>0.05 are converged to within 1% of the
absolute value. Probabilities between 0.01 and 0.05 are
verged to within 3%. The absolute error in probabiliti
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DownIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Reaction for normal incidence
Reaction probabilities of initial (v50,j 50) and (v
51,j 50) H2 , for normal incidence, are presented in F
4~a!, v and j being the vibrational and rotational quantu
numbers, respectively. At the lowest collision energy
which results have been obtained (EZ50.0513 eV), the re-
action probability of (v50,j 50) H2 is 0.0051, and that o
(v51,j 50) H2 0.16. This means the ratioP((v51,j
50))/P((v50,j 50))532, is much higher than was foun
in earlier 3D and 4D calculations1,2 for this collision energy
~see below!, indicating that the vibrational enhancement
much larger in 6D than in 3D and 4D. Extrapolating bo
curves towards lower collision energies is expected to re
in an even higher ratio.
In earlier 3D and 4D calculations on H21Pt(111),
1,2 in
which the molecule was always parallel to the surface, vib
tional enhancement was also predicted, even though in th
calculations the barrier to dissociation was always early. H
stead and Holloway7 have investigated the effect of the ba
rier location on the reaction probability for initially vibra
tionally excited H2 using a model PES. They found that for
late barrier, the vibrational energy that is released due to
increase of the reduced mass associated with the vibra
perpendicular to the reaction path, will enhance the reac
probability. For an early barrier, however, the vibrational e
TABLE I. List of input parameters and their values in the 6D calculation
dissociation ofv50 H2 at normal incidence, for the energy ranges indicat





Width j ~bohr! 1.380 0.687
Initial position Z0 11.0 10.0





sp, # grid points specular grid 144 128
Grid spacingDZ 0.15 same
r i 0.4 same
Nr 40 same
Grid spacingDr 0.20 same
NX 12 16
NY 12 16
Lattice constantL 5.23996 same
Maximum J in rotational basis 24 same
Time propagation
Size time stepDt 2.5 5.0
Number of time steps 12 000 4 000
Optical potential inZ
Initial value of rangeZmin 7.1 same
Proportionality constantA2 0.0018 0.0045
RangeLO 5.35 3.85
Optical potential inr
Initial value of ranger min 4.20 same
Proportionality constantA2 0.0096 same
RangeLO 4.0 same
Other parameters










ergy release, although present, occursafter the molecule has
crossed the barrier~since there is almost no change of th
reduced mass in the entrance channel!, and therefore canno
be used to enhance the dissociation. In the 3D and 4D
culations, the vibrational enhancement of reaction was fo
to be due to a decreasing force constant in the entrance c
nel associated with the H2 vibration, as the molecule ap
proaches the barrier.1,2 The same mechanism is also respo
sible for the vibrational enhancement of H2 found in the
present 6D calculations.
In Fig. 4~b!, the reaction probability is shown for initia
(v50,j 51,mj50) and (v50,j 51,mj51) H2 , for normal
incidence, and compared with (v50,j 50) H2 . The reaction
probability of the (v50,j 51,mj50) state is seen to be a
ways smaller than that of the (v50,j 50) state. On the othe
hand, the reaction probability of the (v50,j 51,mj51) state
is always larger than that of the (v50,j 50) state. These
results are not unexpected, and can be understood by co
ering the preferred orientation of each rotational state, wh
‘‘preferred’’ refers to the probability of finding the molecul
with a particular orientation. For (j 51,mj50) H2 , the pre-
ferred orientation will be in cones around the perpendicu
orientation. For (j 51,mj51) H2 , the preferred orientation
.
FIG. 4. Reaction probabilities from 6D calculations for normal incidence
a function of the collision energyEZ . Results for initial (v50,j 50) and
(v51,j 50) H2 are shown in~a!. Results for initial (v50,j 50), (v50,j
51,mj50), and (v50,j 51,mj51) H2 are shown in~b!. Also shown in~b!
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Downwill be in cones around the parallel orientation, which
favourable for reaction. Forj 50 H2, all orientations are
equally likely. Therefore, (v50,j 51,mj51) H2 reacts better
than (v50,j 50) H2 , which, in turn, reacts better than (v
50,j 51,mj50) H2 . Similar results have been obtained
previous reduced dimensionality37–45and 6D calculations on
H2 dissociation on metals.
22,46–50Also shown is the degen
eracy averaged reaction probability curve of (v50,j 51)
H2 , as would be obtained for a molecular beam in which
three mj states forj 51 are equally populated. It deviate
very little from the reaction probabilities for (v50,j 50)
H2 .
In Fig. 5, results of 3D, 4D, and 6D calculations a
compared for normal incidence. All results are forv50 H2,
and j 50 in the 6D calculation. The origin of the differenc
between the 3D and 4D curves is discussed elsewhere.2 Th
6D probabilities are smaller than both the 3D and 4D pr
abilities for all collision energies. In the 3D and 4D calcul
tions, the molecule was always oriented parallel to the s
face, the most favourable orientation for dissociation. In
6D calculation, rotation is also included, and for initialj
50, all orientations are equally probable. However, tilt
orientations have large barriers to dissociation so that m
ecules in these orientations are less likely to react, and
presence of these unfavorable orientations reduce the r
tion probability with respect to the 4D calculation. Previo
6D calculations on H21Cu(100) likewise showed that inclu
sion of the rotational degrees of freedom leads to a decr
of the reaction probability.51 For copper, the effect is large
due to barrier being later, leading to a stronger dependenc
the potential barrier on the polar angleu for Cu~100!. The
important effect of the rotation involvingu on the magnitude
of the reaction probability was first pointed out in reduc
dimensionality quantum dynamics calculations of Niels
et al.52
The lowest barrier to dissociation, 0.06 eV, is for t
parallel orientation above the top site, with dissociation
wards the bridge site. However, in the 3D and 4D calcu
tions, large probabilities were found forEZ,0.06 eV. This
FIG. 5. Comparison of results of 3D, 4D, and 6D calculations for norm
incidence as a function of the collision energyEZ . The results are forv












was due to the same mechanism that caused reactionv
51 H2 to be vibrationally enhanced with respect tov50,
even though all barriers were early: a decrease of the fo
constant in the entrance channel1 allows the release of vibra
tional energy to motion along the reaction coordinate. F
initial v50 H2, zero-point vibrational energy was releas
in this way, resulting in significant reaction probabilities f
EZ,0.06 eV. In the 6D calculations, the reaction probabil
is ,0.01 forEZ,0.06 eV. This is in part due to the presen
of unfavorable orientations, as explained above. Howeve
is also due to a quantum effect;53,54 close to the surface, the
rotational motion takes on the character of librational m
tion, and the quantization of this motion leads to a zero-po
energy effect. Forj 50, this results in an effective barrier t
dissociation which is somewhat higher than the lowest b
rier in the potential. In Table II, reaction probabilities o
initial v50 andv51 H2 are given for the 3D, 4D, and 6D
calculations, at a collision energy of 0.0513 eV. Also given
their ratio P(v51)/P(v50). For the 6D calculations this
ratio is largest due to the small reaction probability ofv
50 H2 for EZ,0.06 eV.
B. Reaction for off-normal incidence
In the wave packet calculations for off-normal incidenc
the initial momentum parallel to the surface is fixed. Sin
the initial wave packet moving inZ contains a range of en




whereEi is the parallel translational energy corresponding
the initial parallel momentumK i , andEZ the collision en-
ergy corresponding to the momentum perpendicular to
surface,KZ . In the 3D and 4D calculations,
1,2 an alternative
‘‘angle of incidence’’ was introduced to make a connecti
with experiment. This alternative angle,q i , is not a real
angle but a measure of the amount of energy initially pres
in motion parallel to the surface. It is used for labelling pu




In the above definition,E0 is the dynamical barrier
height of (v50,j 50) H2 for normal incidence, which is
defined as the collision energyEZ for which the probability
first becomes half its maximum value. From Fig. 4, the sa
ration values of the reaction probability for (v50,j 50) and
l
TABLE II. Reaction probabilities and ratios from 3D, 4D, and 6D calcu
tions, for normal incidence andEZ50.0513 eV. Probabilities are given fo
initial v50 andv51 H2 . In the 3D and 4D calculations, the molecule
always parallel to the surface. The results of the 6D calculation are fj
50.
3D 4D 6D
P(v50) 0.187 0.0541 0.00514
P(v51) 0.321 0.340 0.164
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Down(v51,j 50) H2 are estimated to lie between 0.90 and 0.9
However, for the purpose of definingq i through E0 , we
assume here that the reaction probability saturates at 1,
ing an E0 of 0.23 eV for v50. A special situation arise
when EZ5E0 . In this case,u i5q i , meaning that for this
particular combination ofEZ and Ei , the actual angle of
incidenceu i is given byq i .
Wave packet calculations have been done for two in
dence directions: thê101̄& and^112̄& direction~see Fig. 2!.
For each incidence direction, calculations were done forq i
530°, 45°, and 60°, corresponding toEi50.0767 eV, 0.230
eV, and 0.690 eV, respectively. The results are presente
Fig. 6. The 6D results for reaction at off-normal inciden
are in qualitative agreement with previous 4D results,2 in that
increasing the initial parallel energy inhibits reaction for lo
EZ . Also, for incidence along thê101̄& direction, increasing
the initial parallel energy beyond 0.23 eV has~almost! no
effect on the reaction for lowEZ , but does still have an
effect on the reaction for incidence along the^112̄& direction
for low EZ . This is true for both the 4D and 6D results.
There is only a quantitative difference between the
and 6D results for off-normal incidence, which is that, ov
FIG. 6. Reaction probabilities of 6D calculations for off-normal inciden
as a function of the normal collision energyEZ . Results are for initial (v
50,j 50), for two different incidence directions. In the top panel, resu
are shown for incidence along the^101̄& direction, and three different initia
parallel energies,Ei . In the bottom panel, results are given for inciden
along the^112̄& direction, for the same three initial parallel energies. T





the entire range of collision energies considered, the 6D
action probability is reduced with respect to the 4D react
probability. This was also noted in the results for norm
incidence~see Fig. 4!, where it was due to the presence
unfavorable orientations in the initialj 50 rotational state of
H2 . This will also be true for off-normal incidence. There
fore, the 6D results can easily be understood in terms of
4D results, keeping in mind that, for 6D, reaction will b
hindered with respect to 4D due to the occurrence of un
vorable orientations. We will therefore be brief in explainin
the 6D results for off-normal incidence, and refer to Ref
for detailed explanations.
The effect of initial parallel momentum on the reactio
has been investigated previously by Darling and Holloway55
who were the first to give an explanation for the low ener
regime where reaction is hindered by parallel momentu
Gross56 also investigated the high energy regime, which is
less interest for H21Pt(111) because parallel momentu
has a very small effect on the reaction of H2 on Pt~111! in the
high energy regime. In the low energy regime, reaction w
dominated by parallel orientations or orientations very clo
to parallel. For parallel orientations, all barriers to dissoc
tion are early, and ordered in such a way that the low
barrier is located furthest from the surface and the bar
highest closest to the surface. As discussed in Ref. 55, a
with such an ordering of barriers leads to a dependenc
reaction on initial parallel momentum that is similar to th
found for an energetically corrugated PES. Due to the pa
lel momentum, the incident molecule samples barriers ac
the whole unit cell. If it encounters a high barrier, it is like
to scatter back into the gas phase. Increasing the par
momentum then obviously increases the probability that
incident molecule encounters a higher barrier, leading to
creased reaction. Therefore, for the PES discussed incre
parallel momentum inhibits reaction in the low energy r
gime.
Increasing the initial parallel energy beyond 0.23 eV h
a different effect on the reaction for both incidence directio
considered. For incidence along the^101̄& direction, increas-
ing Ei has little or almost no effect on reaction, whereas
incidence along thê112̄& direction, increasingEi still has a
large effect. This difference was also observed in previo
4D calculation,2 and can be explained as follows: in the lo
energy regime, reaction is determined by the ‘‘reacti
plane,’’2 which is the plane that contains the lowest barr
to dissociation, and is parallel to the incidence plane a
perpendicular to the surface. For H21Pt(111), the reaction
plane must contain the top site, where the barrier is only 0
eV for the parallel orientation. At lowEZ , the reaction then
takes place in the vicinity of the reaction plane.
In the reaction plane, the difference between the low
and highest barrier for the parallel orientation determin
when increasing the initial parallel energy~almost! stops
having an effect on reaction. This difference will be call
Ecorg. Initial normal energy,EZ , allows the molecule to
climb up the barrier, whereas initial parallel energy,Ei
sweeps the molecule across the surface. OnceEi.Ecorg,
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Downreaction plane,Ecorg50.16 eV, whereas in thê112̄& reac-
tion plane,Ecorg50.30 eV.
2 Both values have been correcte
for zero-point energy release.1 This explains why in Fig. 6
for low EZ , the reaction is no longer greatly effected f
Ei.0.23 eV for incidence along thê101̄& direction. For in-
cidence along thê112̄& direction,Ei would be expected to
cease having an effect forEi.0.30 eV, explaining that there
is still a large difference between the curves forEi50.23 and
Ei50.69 eV.
In the high energy regime (EZ.0.23 eV), the effect of
Ei is to enhance the reaction for incidence along the^112̄&
direction, but only in a small energy interval. For even high
EZ , reaction depends only onEZ . For incidence along the
^101̄& direction,Ei has little effect on reaction, and depen
almost entirely onEZ . In summary, for collision energie
EZ.0.40 eV, reaction almost obeys normal energy scali
independent of the incidence direction. In the 4
calculations,2 the enhancement of the reaction for inciden
along the^112̄& direction was much stronger. Even for inc
dence along thê101̄& direction, a clear, although small, en
FIG. 7. Rotational excitation probabilities from 6D calculations for o
normal incidence, as a function of the collision energyEZ . In the upper plot
results are shown for incidence along the^101̄& direction. In the lower plot
results are shown for incidence along the^112̄& direction. For both inci-
dence directions, results have been calculated for the four values o
initial parallel energyEi indicated.loaded 27 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licensr
,
hancement was found for someEZ . The enhancement o
reaction for increasingEi has been investigated previous
by Gross.56 Gross found that it occurs because the molec
has enough parallel momentum to climb up the maxim
barrier where the propagation direction and potential gra
ent are almost aligned. Once at the top of the barrier,
molecule’s propagation direction turns towards the surf
and the molecule dissociates.56 It is not completely under-
stood why, for the high energy regime, the effect of init
parallel momentum is largest for incidence along the^112̄&
direction, and why the effect diminishes when including r
tational motion~see also Ref. 2!.
C. Rotational excitation
In Fig. 7 rotational excitation probabilitiesP(v50,j
50→v850,j 852) are presented for incidence along t
^101̄& and ^112̄& direction, for q i50°, 30°, 45°, and 60°.
For incidence along thê101̄& direction, the global trend is
that excitation toj 52 is roughly independent of the initia
parallel energy, i.e., rotational excitation roughly obeys n
mal energy scaling. For incidence along the^112̄& direction,
rotational excitation appears to be coupled to parallel mot
more strongly; the probability curves get sharper with
higher maximum as the initial parallel energy increas
Also, the maximum in the rotational excitation probabili
tends to shift to lower energies, as the initial parallel mom
tum is increased. The curve forEi50.69 eV peaks approxi-
mately atEZ50.23 eV.
Previous theoretical57,58 and experimental58,59 results
show that large rotational excitation probabilities occur
collision energiesEZ close to the threshold energy to rea
tion, because the molecule is able to come close to the ba
where the potential contains a large amount of anisotro
This explains why rotational excitation is found already f
low EZ ; the lowest barrier in the PES to reaction is only 0.
eV. IncreasingEZ will also increase the rotational excitatio
probability because a larger region~larger inX andY! of the
PES with high anisotropy becomes accessible to the m
ecule. The peaking behavior in Fig. 7~i.e., the fact that the
rise in the rotational excitation probabilities is followed by
decrease! could be caused by two competing channels
strong competition with excitations toj 854 for EZ
.0.25 eV, or competition with reaction. Although an in
crease in the probability of excitation toj 854 is found, it is
too small to account for the decrease in the probability
excitation toj 852. This suggests that the decrease found
due to an increase of the reaction probability, and indicate
correlation between the two.
Support for the existence of a correlation between ro
tional excitation and reaction comes from hindering of ro
tional excitation by parallel motion for lowEZ , in the same
manner as was found for reaction for off-normal inciden
Especially for incidence along thê112̄& direction, initial
parallel momentum inhibits rotational excitation, albeit ov
a much smaller energy interval~i.e., 0.075–0.15 eV! than for
reaction~compare Figs. 6 and 7!. In this small interval, the
ordering of the curves almost follows that of reaction f
off-normal incidence.
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DownTo understand why rotation is more strongly coupled
parallel motion for incidence along the^112̄& direction than
for incidence along thê101̄& direction, we consider the an
isotropy at the barrier as a function of the barrier posit
within the unit cell. For rotational excitations to occur at a
the potential must be anisotropic in the region in front of t
barrier ~once the molecule has crossed the barrier ther
little chance it will go back!. For rotational excitations to
depend on the initial parallel momentum, a coupling m
exists between rotation and parallel translation.
In Table III the anisotropy inu and f at the barrier
position is given for the four sites of Fig. 3. For all sites, t
f anisotropy is very small and will be of minor importanc
The u anisotropy, however, varies quite a lot, from 0.15 e
for the top site to 0.40 eV for the t2f site, with the other tw
sites lying in between.
For an understanding of the qualitative behavior of
results in Fig. 7, it suffices to consider the reaction plane~see
Sec. III B!. For incidence along thê101̄& direction, the re-
action plane contains the top site and the bridge site.
Table III shows, the difference in anisotropy between th
two sites is only 0.08 eV~0.15 eV vs 0.23 eV!. This indicates
a weak coupling between rotation and translation along
^101̄& direction. For incidence along the^112̄& direction, the
reaction plane contains both the top site and t2f site. Acco
ing to Table IV, the difference in anisotropy is 0.25 eV, mu
larger than for incidence along the^101̄& direction, indicat-
ing a larger coupling between rotation and translation
incidence along thê112̄& direction. This explains why the
rotational excitation probability shows a much larger dep
TABLE III. Shown is the anisotropy inu and f of the potential at the
reaction barrier geometry for the four impact sites shown in Fig. 3. A
given is the barrier location, (Zb ,r b), and barrier height,Eb , of each impact
site. The anisotropy inu is the difference between the smallest value ofV
and the largest value ofV, for the four sites and values ofZb and r b
indicated in the table, andf5120°. The anisotropy inf is the difference
between the maximum and minimum value ofV for u590°.
Site
Barrier Anisotropy~eV!
Zb ~bohr! r b ~bohr! Eb ~eV! u f
top 4.25 1.46 0.06 0.15 0.001
t2f 3.51 1.52 0.20 0.40 0.020
fcc 3.21 1.58 0.42 0.27 0.004
bridge 3.53 1.55 0.27 0.23 0.099
TABLE IV. Compared are the ratios of zeroG to nonzeroG diffraction
probability for in-plane scattering. Values are given for the experimen
Cowin et al. ~Ref. 5!, and for the present 6D and previous 4D calculatio






Cowin et al. 100 10
Theory ~4D! 16.5 4.21









dence on initial parallel energy for thê112̄& direction, as
observed in our results.
The peaking behavior found for incidence along t
^112̄& direction occurs in the regime where reaction is h
dered by parallel motion, but where the moleculeis able to
come close to the barriers where it can be rotationally
cited. Because the coupling between parallel translatio
and rotational motion is strongest along the^112̄& direction,
allowing efficient energy transfer from parallel translation
motion to rotational motion~see above!, it is expected that
for incidence along thê112̄& direction, the curve will rise to
a higher maximum for higher initial parallel momentum,
shown by our results~see Fig. 7!. The decrease ofP(v
50,j 50→v850,j 852) for higherEZ is due to reaction be-
coming more and more important, until eventually abo
95% of all molecules react.
D. Diffraction
Previous 4D calculations2 showed that, for Ei
50.48 eV, out-of-plane diffraction occurred with large pro
abilities for incidence along thê101̄& direction @see Fig.
6~b! of Ref. 2#. However, for incidence along thê112̄& di-
rection, out-of-plane diffraction was out-competed by spe
lar reflection. In Fig. 8 probabilities of scattering into th
zeroth and first diffraction order~P0 andP1! are plotted, for
incidence along thê101̄& and ^112̄& direction, and forEi
50.69 eV. Note that these are the total diffraction probab
ties, including rotationally elastic and inelastic diffractio
The results are consistent with previous 4D calculations;2 for
incidence, along thê101̄& direction, the probability of dif-
fraction into the first diffraction order~sum of six diffraction
channels! is larger than the probability of specular scatteri
for EZ.0.1 eV. The difference is largest forEZ'0.14 eV.
For incidence along thê112̄& direction, specular scatterin
is more likely than first order diffraction over the entire e
ergy regime considered. The difference gets smaller
largerEZ .
By also plotting in Fig. 8~a! the probability ofrotation-
ally elastic diffraction into the zeroth and first diffraction
order, P0
el and P1
el , respectively, it is demonstrated that, fo
EZ,0.2 eV, the larger part of first order diffraction is rota
tionally elastic for lowEZ . Also plotted in Fig. 8~a!, for a
number of collision energies, is the summed probability




el shows that almost
all probability of rotationally elastic diffraction goes int
these two channels. For incidence along the^112̄& direction
@Fig. 8~b!#, most of the rotationally elastic first order diffrac
tion likewise occurs into two diffraction states, i.e., the ou
of-plane~0,21! and ~21,0! diffraction states.
These results are consistent with the 4D calculatio2
and can, therefore, be understood within the 4D model.
will briefly discuss these results and refer to Ref. 2 for
more detailed discussion.
We will first discuss the results for incidence along t
^101̄& direction. The fact that, for large initial parallel en
ergy, the computed first order rotationally elastic diffracti
o
f
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Downoccurs almost entirely into the~0,1! and ~0,21! diffraction
states is due to two factors. The first is that the poten
shows the largest corrugation along the^112̄& crystal direc-
tion ~see Fig. 7 of Ref. 2!. All first order diffraction states
correspond to a momentum change in this highly corruga
direction. On the basis of this argument alone one wo
expect to find large diffraction probabilities forall six first
order diffraction states. However, the energy transfer ass
ated with diffraction into the~0,1! and~0,21! states is inde-
pendent of the initial momentum because the momen
change associated with these two states is perpendicul
the plane of incidence. For the other four first order diffra
tion states, there is a component that is parallel to the p
of incidence, and therefore scattering into these states
quires a larger energy transfer, which leads to decrea
probabilities for transitions into these states.2
For incidence along thê112̄& direction specular scatter
ing dominates over first order diffraction over the entire e
FIG. 8. Shown are the total probabilities of diffraction into the zeroth a
first diffraction order,P0 and P1 , respectively, for incidence along th
^101̄& ~a! and^112̄& ~b! direction. Also shown for both incidence direction
is the rotationally elastic diffraction probability into the zeroth and fi
diffraction order,P0
el and P1
el , respectively. Shown in~a! is the part ofP1
el
due to diffraction into the~0,1! and ~0,21! out-of-plane diffraction states
P̄1
el . Shown in~b! is the part ofP1
el due to diffraction into the~0,21! and
~21,0! out-of-plane diffraction states,P̄1











ergy regime considered. Plotted in Fig. 8~b! are the diffrac-
tion probabilities P0 and P1 , the rotationally elastic
diffraction probabilitiesP0
el , P1
el and the summed probability
of rotationally elastic diffraction into the~0,21! and ~21,0!
states, P̄1
el . First order diffraction is much smaller tha
specular scattering forEZ,0.2 eV. Because all first orde
diffraction states correspond to a momentum change in
^112̄& crystal direction, which is highly corrugated, on
would expect to find large diffraction probabilities into a
first order states. However, as mentioned above, if the en
transferred is large with respect to the available energy
motion normal to the surface, the diffraction will be le
efficient. This is why, for lowEZ , only the ~0,21! and
~21,0! diffraction states occur with largest probability, b
cause these states have the smallest energy gap with re
to the ~0,0! diffraction state. Furthermore, for these two d
fraction states the energy transfer is in a favorable direct
i.e., energy is transferred from motion parallel to the surfa
in which a lot of energy is available, to motion normal to th
surface, in which less energy is available.2
E. Comparison with experiment: Reaction
The present 6D calculations allow for a full comparis
with experiment. Molecular beam results on reaction of2
on Pt~111! are available from different groups.4,60 Here, we
will compare our results with experimental results of Lun
et al.4 for reasons discussed in Ref. 61. Although the res
are for D2 on Pt~111!, Luntz et al. could not detect any mea
surable difference between H2 and D2 reacting on Pt~111! at
normal incidence, validating a comparison with our theor
ical results for H2 if the assumption is made that an isoto
effect is also absent for off-normal incidence.
In Fig. 9~b! experimental reaction probabilities measur
by Luntzet al.4 are compared with theoretical reaction pro
abilities. The overall agreement with experiment is qu
good. For the values ofq i considered, theory predicts rea
tion probabilities that are too small just above the onset
ergy, and too high for higherEi relative to the onset energy
A reaction probability that is too small just above the on
energy suggests that the lowest barrier is somewhat too h
Further discrepancies may be explained in several wa
First of all, inaccuracies in the DFT-GGA PES, i.e., too litt
anisotropy and/or corrugation of the reaction barrier hei
could lead to a width of the reaction curve that is too sm
Second, the calculations are for a 0 K surface. Including the
effect of surface temperature may lead too larger reac
probabilities for lowEi and smaller reaction probabilities fo
higher Ei ~which is precisely what is needed!, as found in
experiments on H21Cu(111).
62 However, Luntz et al.4
found the effect of surface temperature on reaction to
quite small, even at aEi as low as 75 meV.
4 The discrepan-
cies can also be due to the wide rotational state distribu
in the incident molecular beam in the experiment. For ma
H21metal surface systems, the reaction probability depe
on the initial angular momentum of the incident molecu
which will broaden the reaction probability curve in an m
lecular beam experiment relative to the computational res
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Downj-states to estimate the importance of this effect.
The effect of including additional degrees of freedo
while comparing the results with experiment, in going from
4D to a 6D model is demonstrated by Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!.
Clearly, by including the rotational degrees of freedom,
agreement with experiment gets better, as expected. Th
fect of including rotation has been explained before; due
the presence of unfavorable orientations of the incident m
ecule, the reaction probability is reduced with respect to
case in which a molecule is always parallel to the surface
in the 4D model. Note that we find that the agreement
tween theory and experiment improves not only for norm
incidence but also for off-normal incidence, suggesting t
the DFT-GGA PES used describes the reaction of H2 on
Pt~111! quite well.
F. Comparison with experiment: Diffraction
An intriguing question concerning the H21Pt(111) sys-
tem is why the molecular beam experiment of Luntze al.4
on the reaction of D2 on Pt~111! suggests the PES to b
corrugated~reaction not obeying normal energy scaling!,
whereas molecular beam experiments of Cowinet al.5 on
rotationally~in!elastic scattering of HD from Pt~111! suggest
the PES to be flat~very little in-plane diffraction was found
but no effort was made to observe out-of-plane diffractio!.
However, as demonstrated in Sec. III D, forq i.45°, almost
all first order diffraction is out-of-plane, and only very littl
FIG. 9. Reaction probabilities from 4D~a! and 6D ~b! calculations of H2
1Pt(111) are compared with experimental values of Luntzet al. ~Ref. 4!
for D21Pt(111). The angleq i is related to the initial parallel momentum
through Eq.~5!, whereE050.16 eV and 0.23 eV, for 4D and 6D, respe









tin-plane, suggesting that proof of a corrugated H21Pt(111)
PES is to be found in measurements of out-of-plane sca
ing for q i.45°. The question is then if this prediction als
holds for smallerq i , which would then explain why so little
diffraction was found in the experiments of Cowinet al.5
In Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! theoretical calculations of dif-
fraction probabilities are presented forq i526.16°. For this
value of q i , and EZ50.0555 eV, u i545°, which corre-
sponds to the experimental conditions in one of the exp
ments of Cowinet al.5 for which they provided exact num
bers of ratios ~zero G diffraction/nonzero G in-plane
diffraction!, where G is a surface reciprocal lattice vecto
which corresponds to a particular diffraction state, for bo
the ^101̄& and ^112̄& incidence incidence directions. There
fore, a direct comparison can be made.
In Fig. 10 several probabilities are shown. The probab
FIG. 10. Total diffraction probabilities for diffraction into the zeroth an
first diffraction order,P0 and P1 , respectively, are shown as a function o
the collision energy normal to the surface,EZ , for incidence along the
^101̄& ~a! and ^112̄& ~b! direction. The initial parallel energyEi
50.0555 eV. Also shown for both incidence directions is the rotationa




el is decomposed into pairs of diffraction states~see
Sec. III F!. The asterisks indicate the rotationally elastic diffraction probab
ity into the lowest order in-plane diffraction states for each incidence dir
tion, for EZ50.0555 eV. For these values ofEZ andEi , the experimental
conditions of Cowinet al. ~Ref. 5! for an incidence angleu i545° are ex-
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Downties P0 andP1 correspond to the total diffraction probabilit
into the zeroth and first order diffraction states, respectiv
The probabilitiesP0
el andP1
el correspond to rotationally elas
tic scattering into the zeroth and first order diffraction stat
The first diffraction order consists of six diffraction state
For the^101̄& direction, three pairs of diffraction states ca
be identified such that, due to symmetry, for each pair
diffraction probability is the same for both states making
the pair. For thê112̄& direction, two such pairs can be iden
tified, and another pair can be formed by combining the f
ward and backward diffraction states,~1,1! and ~21,21!.
The probabilityP1
el is then decomposed into these three d
fraction pairs. This provides a clear view of which chann
carry most of the diffraction probability. What is immed
ately obvious is that, in contrast with the results forq i
.45° in Fig. 8, the diffraction probability is not exclusivel
~or almost exclusively! going into one pair of diffraction
states. This is true for both incidence directions. In fact,
total probability is distributed over the three diffraction pai
not necessarily preferring one over the other at highEi . The
total first order diffraction probability,P1
el , is rather substan
tial compared to the specular scattering probability,P0
el . For
EZ.0.06 eV,P1
el is larger thanP0
el , with a maximum differ-
ence between the two occurring forEZ'0.11 eV.
As mentioned, Cowinet al. measured the ratio~zeroG
diffraction/nonzeroG in-plane diffraction!, where in both
cases the diffraction includes rotationally elastic and ro
tionally inelastic scattering. For incidence along the^101̄&
direction, the lowest order in-plane diffraction state is t
~22,21! state. This state corresponds to backward sca
ing, i.e., the molecule loses momentum parallel to the s
face. The lowest order in-plane diffraction state that cor
sponds to forward scattering, the~2,1! diffraction state, is
closed at the experimental incidence energy. Indicated in
10~a! is the rotationally elastic diffraction probability fo
scattering into the ~22,21! diffraction state at EZ
50.0555 eV, matching the conditions of Cowinet al.At this
energy, the~22,21! channel makes up 89% of the total~ro-
tationally elastic and inelastic! in-plane diffraction probabil-
ity. For incidence along thê112̄& direction, the lowest orde
in-plane diffraction states are the~1,1! and ~21,21! states,
belonging to the first diffraction order and corresponding
forward and backward diffraction, respectively. They a
both open channels forEZ5Ei50.0555 eV. Indicated in
Fig. 10~b! are the theoretical probabilities of rotational
elastic diffraction into these two states. Together they m
up 79% of the total in-plane diffraction probability. Anothe
15% goes into the~22,22! in-plane rotationally elastic dif-
fraction state.
In Table IV, the experimental ratios of Cowinet al.5 are
compared with the theoretical ratios from 4D and 6D cal
lations. There are still substantial discrepancies between
periment and theory. However, there is a slight improvem
in going from 4D to 6D. Possible reasons for the deviatio
between experiment and theory will be discussed bel
First we will discuss the paradox presented by the exp
ments of Luntzet al.4 and Cowinet al.5 As discussed above





















of D2 on Pt~111!, they found that the sticking probability
doesnot scale with the translational energy in motion norm
to the surface, i.e., normal energy scaling was not obey
This suggests that the potential must be corrugated. On
other hand, molecular beam experiments of Cowinet al. on
rotationally inelastic scattering of HD from Pt~111! showed
that there was very little diffraction, suggesting a flat pote
tial. The present 6D calculations on reaction and diffract
of H2 from Pt~111! shed some light on this paradox.
An important piece of the puzzle is to be found in d
fraction. In the experiment by Cowinet al.,5 only in-plane
diffraction was measured. As demonstrated in Fig. 10,
plane diffraction constitutes only a small contribution to t
computed total diffraction probability. For incidence alon
the ^101̄& direction, the computed total in-plane diffractio
probability is only 0.023 at the energies used by Cowinet al.
However, there is a lot of diffraction into the first diffractio
order@see Fig. 10~a!#, which consists of six diffraction states
At the experimental conditions of Cowinet al., the total
probability of first order diffraction is 0.40, compared to
total probability of zeroG scattering of 0.47. However, al
first order diffraction states areout-of-planeand therefore not
measured in the experiment.
For incidence along thê112̄& direction, the story is
much the same. The total probability of in-plane diffractio
is 0.10. The lowest order in-plane diffraction channels b
long to the first diffraction order. Together they take on
0.080 diffraction probability of a total first order diffractio
probability of 0.39, compared to a total probability of zeroG
scattering of 0.48. The two in-plane first order diffractio
channels only take little of the total first order diffractio
probability. The other four first order diffraction states a
out-of-plane and therefore not measured in experiment.
In conclusion, theory predicts substantial diffractio
which is proof of a corrugated surface potential. In the e
periment of Cowinet al., only little diffraction was found
because only in-plane diffraction was measured. Howe
we predict that out-of-plane diffraction is much more impo
tant, for both incidence directions. So, any scattering exp
ment that wishes to address the amount of corrugation of
H21Pt(111) system, should also look at out-of-plane d
fraction.
Finally, we wish to comment on the fact that Cow
et al. used HD instead of H2 . Because the center-of-mass
HD does not coincide with its geometrical center-of-ma
the potential will be strongly anisotropic. This could we
result in a strong competition between rotational excitat
and diffraction. This could explain why the experimental r
tios of zeroG scattering to nonzeroG in-plane diffraction
measured for HD are larger than our theoretical ratios co
puted for H2 . We hope to address this issue in future r
search.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have used a time-dependent wave packet~TDWP!
method to study reactive and rotationally~in!elastic diffrac-
tive scattering of H2 from Pt~111!. In the model used all six
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Downmechanically. The present six-dimensional~6D! calculations
follow earlier 3D~Ref. 1! and 4D~Ref. 2! calculations. The
main motivation for studying H21Pt(111) is the contradict
ing conclusions from two molecular beam experiments;
the experiment of Luntzet al.4 on sticking of D2 on Pt~111!,
it was concluded that the potential energy surface~PES!
must be corrugated since sticking did not obey normal
ergy scaling. However, in the experiment of Cowinet al.5 on
rotationally ~in!elastic diffraction of HD from Pt~111! very
litte diffraction was found, suggesting a flat surface.
The PES was constructed by interpolating 14 2D PE
for four different sites and various orientations with resp
to the surface.35 A corrugation reducing procedure11 was
used to interpolate the 2D PES to form a 6D PES.
Reaction of (v51,j 50) H2 is enhanced with respect t
(v50,j 50) H2 . A similar enhancement was also found
the 3D~Ref. 1! and 4D~Ref. 2! calculations. It is not due to
a reduced mass effect7 because the barriers where reacti
will predominantly occur~barriers for the parallel orienta
tion! are all located in the entrance channel. Instead vib
tional enhancement is due to a decrease of the force con
associated with the molecular vibration, as the molecule
proaches the barrier.
Calculations for initial (v50,j 51,mj50,61) show that
reaction of (v50,j 51,mj50) is decreased with respect
(v50,j 51,mj561). This is due to (v50,j 51,mj50) re-
sembling more of a cartwheel-like rotation and (v50,j
51,mj561) resembling more of a helicopter-like rotatio
The 6D reaction probabilities for normal incidence wi
j 50 were smaller than in 4D. This is due to the presence
unfavorable orientations in the 6D model. In the 4D mod
the molecule was always oriented parallel to the surfa
which is the most favorable orientation for reaction. In t
6D model, the molecule’s orientation is determined by
initial rotational state, and initial molecular orientations th
are tilted with respect to the parallel orientation are pres
Because the barrier to dissociation is larger for tilted ori
tations than for parallel orientations, a smaller reaction pr
ability is found in the 6D model than in the 4D model.
The present 6D calculations for reaction of H2 on
Pt~111! at normal and off-normal incidence are in goo
agreement with the results of molecular beam experiment
Luntz et al.4 on the sticking of D2 on Pt~111!. The agreemen
is improved for both normal and off-normal incidence
going from 4D to 6D by adding the rotational degrees
freedom. Also, the general trend found for reaction at o
normal incidence in the 3D, 4D, and 6D calculations is
same; parallel momentum inhibits reaction for low collisi
energiesEZ . The explanation for this effect was given fir
by Darling and Holloway;55 because the molecule’s parall
momentum tends to sweep the molecule across the unit
it is more likely to encounter a high barrier from which it ca
scatter back into the gas phase. Obviously, for higher par
momentum, the chance of encountering a high barrie
larger, explaining why increasing the initial parallel mome
tum of the molecule decreases its reaction probability at
incidence energies.
For higher collision energies, parallel momentum lea


























^112̄& direction, and has almost no effect for incidence alo
the ^101̄& direction. For incidence along the^112̄& direction,
parallel momentum leads to the largest enhancement in
3D calculations.1 In the 4D calculations, the enhancement
already substantially smaller,2 and it is smallest in the 6D
calculations.
Finally, a comparison was made with molecular bea
experiments of Cowinet al.5 on rotationally inelastic diffrac-
tion of HD from Pt~111!. They found very little diffraction.
This is in contrast with sticking measurements of Lun
et al.4 who concluded that the potential must be rather c
rugated. On this basis one would expect substantial diffr
tion. However, Cowinet al. only looked at in-plane diffrac-
tion. In previous 4D calculations,2 it was shown that for
larger angles of incidence, competition with out-of-plane d
fraction leads to a strong decrease of in-plane diffracti
This result has been confirmed in our 6D calculations,
initial parallel momentumEi.0.23 eV. To make a more di
rect comparison with the experiment of Cowinet al., we also
did a calculation that reproduced the exact conditions of
experiment of Cowinet al., i.e., an incidence angleu i545°
andEZ555.5 meV. For both thê101̄& and^112̄& incidence
direction we found that the total first order diffraction pro
ability, which consists of six diffraction states, was comp
rable to the specular reflection probability. For inciden
along the^101̄& direction, the lowest order in-plane diffrac
tion state is of second order, implying thatno first order
diffraction is measured at all. For incidence along the^112̄&
incidence direction, there are two in-plane diffraction sta
of the first order. However, they take only a small fraction
the total first order diffraction probability.
The main conclusion with respect to the paradox p
sented by the molecular beam experiments of Luntzet al.4
and Cowinet al.5 is that the measurements do not represen
true contradiction. The diffraction experiment obtained ins
ficient data for our purpose; only in-plane diffraction w
considered, while out-of-plane diffraction, where evidence
the corrugation will be most manifest, was ignored.
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